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By Susan I. Shiber

Holiday
Packages
From Concept to Tabletop

The kids are back in school, summer adventures are stored on
iPhones, and that nice little autumn nip is in the air.

As brilliantly burnished leaves begin to fall and crunch
beneath our feet, fancies fast-forward to festive parties and
events designed to celebrate winter holidays and uplift
morale for 2015.
After a few years of blanket belt-tightening, party budgets are
beginning to broaden a bit. Though few companies are hosting overly extravagant events reminiscent of pre-2008 galas,
employees, clients and friends can definitely look forward to
more posh affairs enriched with creativity.

Mid-Atlantic Events Magazine recently looked over the shoulders of some of the region’s top purveyors of all things special
to get a sneak peek on the quickly upcoming season, as well
as a tip or two on how to make the holidays sizzle with gusto.
Planning and attention to details, which these events’ experts
never overlook, are crucial.
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And while perhaps not the most glittering
party ornament, transportation is vitally
essential to the success of holiday events.
Martha Dowd, director of sales for Event
Transportation Systems (ETS) brings 20plus years of hospitality expertise to the
planning table. Her company’s goal is to
provide seamless coordination from first
impression to final destination.
“We’re not the sexy element of an event,”
she admits,“but transportation can make
or break a party. Hundreds of guests must
be at a Washington, DC hotel to kick off
the season and the President decides to
go for pizza right next door! Who knew?
We probably did and had Plan B in
motion before he left the White House.”
ETS resolves such dilemmas throughout
North America. Customized ground transportation options include motorcoach,
minibus, van, sedan and luxury vehicle.
Chauffeurs are professional, seating comfortable, restrooms available and amenities superb. Custom touches are never a
problem either.
“A planner has so much to accomplish for
the perfect holiday happening,” says
Dowd. “We handle everything they need
to get guests to the party and back so they
can concentrate on entertainment,menus
and decor. We do like to know the theme
in order to complement it. ETS provides
signage, decorations and audio-visual
capabilities. Glitzy goodie bags on seats,
champagne toasts and seasonal songs
can launch the trip in style. We can even
wrap a bus with holiday and new year
messages.”
Dowd stresses the impact of first impressions. “No doubt, holiday events are set
apart from anything held the rest of the
year. ETS ensures good fellowship in a
warm and cozy setting. We do not just
load people onto a bus. Because their
transportation is the initial step to a sometimes unknown event, we want guests to
respond up front with: 'Oh,this is going to
be fun.' It’s all about ambience.”
Clients rely on ETS for intelligent scheduling and route choice. “Quite a few
Philadelphia streets, for example, present
challenges,” notes Dowd. “We hire people
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who know our cities, thoroughfares and
traffic patterns. Sometimes we’ll suggest
alternate hotels to avoid tie-ups on the
road. Because we have highly skilled
chauffeurs, major delays and crises were
averted in Washington, DC during the
‘snowstorm of the century,’ and in Atlanta,
too, when severe ice pelted the city.”
Cost effectiveness is key on any event
planner’s list. Transporting hundreds of
guests can be expensive, but not doing it
may dampen the celebration.“If 300 people need to be driven to an event,it would
take 55 buses. Instead, ETS suggests utilizing a continuous loop to substantially cut
fees. “We will always work with planners
to arrive at the best budget,” declares
Dowd.
Another critical issue is alcohol consumption. “Don’t take the risk of allowing
people to bring their own cars to an event
where drinks will flow in ample profusion,” advises Dowd.“Hire transportation.
ETS picks up guests, drops them off and
brings them back home safely with no
worries. Even local individuals who live
10 minutes from the party appreciate this
added factor of responsible event planning.”
Responsibility is equally significant to
Phyllis Jablonowski, owner and CEO of
Eventricity, a full-service event planning,
design and decor company. She observes
several thoughtful trends shaping holiday
event culture.
“Companies are celebrating employees,”
reports Jablonowski.“Staff enjoyment is a
big goal. Parties may be staged as department or regional events,particularly when
the host has 5,000 or more employees
located at various corporate sites. It’s
more manageable and results in a great
experience for guests.”
Jablonowski cites being thankful as
another trend.“While extolling employees
during the holidays, organizations recognize others are not always as fortunate. In
the past, guests were asked to bring
canned and non-perishable goods to be
donated to food banks or other nonprofits. Today, many corporations purchase
seasonable products from charitable-

minded vendors. Or, they may assemble
bikes for needy kids. Philanthropy is built
into the party.”
According to Jablonowski, a third avenue
holiday events are following is one of
interactivity. Parties, which are more
relaxed, invite networking. There are no
formal assigned-seat dinners to hamper
free movement. Walk-around entertainers
rather than one headliner add to an overall aura of fun.
“Customized events are on the rise,” she
notes.“Build your own food station.Create
menus as you go. My favorite component
of any event is to paint with a big brush to
make an impact upfront. Lighting, linens
and decor are huge, but oversized view
blocking floral arrangements may not be
the best idea."
“When holiday party guests walk into a
room,” explains Jablonowski,“they should
be met with something powerful. Icy candles coming out of shimmering blue
linen.Lighted ice sculptures.Go-go girls in
white boots dancing atop ice pedestals.
White feather trees adorned with orange
ornaments.A Willy Wonka greeter. Engage
people from the beginning and the party
will never be boring.”
Jablonowski offers a checklist for anyone
planning holiday events this year. “Start
early,” she cautions. “More options will be
available. Be a clear communicator and
detail expectations and dreams. Decide if
transportation should be rotated. Be
aware that anything with a human connection is subject to change at the last
minute. Plan budgets carefully and conduct research to ascertain the best values.
Perhaps one venue offers a dramatically
lower price, but you may not be dealing
with apples-to-apples. Be sure.”
Jablonowski counsels companies to
assign a staff member to oversee planning. “It helps if the planner has support
from someone in the business. We’re
happy to work with them to meet objectives and make the most of their budget.
Most of all, be sure there is never dead air
at the party. Welcome guests at the door.
Let them know it is okay to celebrate,” she
concludes.

Celebrations are second nature to
Danielle Pinto, Roberts Event Group's
director of business development. The
company is a source of boundless imagination and magical moments. Its holiday
parties explode with excitement.
Pinto prefers people to be surprised and
delighted. “A cast of characters can transform a simple employee gathering into a
holiday festival. Roving entertainers interacting with guests means merriment for
all. Elves on stilts may tower to treetops.
One minute a group of servers is passing
trays; the next, they burst into song. Small
five-minute acts can easily be scheduled
throughout the event.”
Music and food from around the world
are popular party pleasers.
“Everyone loves learning about different
cultures and traditions,” points out Pinto.
“A Bavarian village or Dickens Christmas
comes alive with the right decor and
food. Russian holidays featuring a vodka
tasting and native dancing is a novel holiday approach. There’s no end to ideas.”
Pinto adds that an office cafeteria or conference room can be converted into any
unique setting with lights and decorations. “Bring in holiday-themed gaming
tables or have a wrap party to prepare gifts
for a nonprofit organization. Last year, we
held a charitable shopping spree for a
client. Guests went on a scavenger hunt complete with budget and wish lists.They
had two hours to fulfill children’s holiday
hopes. They brought back packages,
wrapped them and thoroughly enjoyed
the party that followed.”
Michelle Lee, better known as DeeJay
Shelly, spent many years in the corporate
world where she learned that successful
events require teamwork and professional
skill. As owner of Michelle Lee Entertainment, she provides that important team
approach.
One of the only female DJs on the east
coast, Shelly grew her company from
tune spinning to event services.
“I love music," she says, "and it sets the
tone for the rest of the party. But there’s
more. In 2013,we featured Santa’s elves as

greeters at Jingle Jam. Another really hot
personality is Princess Elsa from 'Frozen.'
Even adults love her, and she makes an
ideal holiday personality. James Bond
girls dressed in silver and red is another
idea. Or wrap human presents, which
combines team building with holiday
activities. How about a game of ‘Santa
Says,’ giving Santa Claus the Simon role?
He may ask someone to pretend to be a
reindeer. Or Mrs. Claus. This season, we
highlight DJ & Drums blending Sounds by
Shelly and Beats by Barta. We customize
to match the clients’ specific image and
holiday party objectives... We really are
more than just music.”
Themes, venues, entertainment and altruism are synonymous with spectacular holiday occasions. The star on top of the
virtual holiday tree is food. One food purveyor that shines during the holiday season is C x RA (Catering by Restaurant
Associates) at Penn Museum. Jenn Mikos,
their director of catering, already has
quite a few holiday parties booked. The
exclusive caterer for the museum, C x RA
specializes in dishes prepared with fresh
local ingredients. Their chefs are as
innovative as the museum's galleries.
“There is so much to offer at Penn
Museum,” says Mikos.“Clients can have a
Cleopatra Christmas party in the Egyptian
gallery and dance with the mummies.
Mix and match. Serve cocktails in the
Chinese Rotunda and dine in the Mosaic
Hall.”
This historic building, constructed in the
1890s, is one of Philadelphia’s premier
event venues. Its features include glass
mosaics by the Tiffany Glass Company,
sculptures by Alexander Stirling Calder,
and marble medallions by John Ross.
There are one-of-a-kind artifacts collected
from over 300 archaeological and anthropological expeditions.
Mikos reveals some her holiday favorites
to consider, such as a winter festival station that presents mini hot chocolate,
hazelnut whipped cream and snowflake
cookies, warm apple cider, tiny s’more
pies, individual funnel cakes, candy
apples, caramel corn, chocolate dipped
pretzels, peanut brittle and assorted
fudge. Holiday entree menus might

include pan-seared salmon, sauteed
spinach, celery root puree, naval orange
marmalade, roasted chicken breast,
sauteed Brussels sprouts and crispy
pancetta, and potato goat cheese gratin.
Mmmm – yum!
Now that you know what is atop the
tables, you may wonder what those tables
will be wearing this holiday season.
Danielle Bevenour, customer service
manager for Choice Party Linens, is quick
to offer a host of hints to brighten seasonal settings.
She designs tablescapes with inspiration
from various sources. “I use Pinterest to
determine what is hot at large event planning firms. I study fashion magazines and
visit Pantone’s website to discover annual
color palettes."
“Choice Party Linens has three large
buildings filled with linens," she continues. "In our least expensive collection,
which is polyester, there are 59 colors.We
keep everything. I remember my Aunt
Cissy telling me never to get rid of anything, because it always comes back. She
was right!”
Bevenour goes on to proffer some standout trends in tabletop decor. Many motifs
can be adapted to holiday events. An
elegant trend dramatizes Art Deco and
Great Gatsby looks with sequin cloths and
soft sophisticated textures, she notes.
Choice Party Linen’s clients frequently
request a rustic appearance, which incorporates neutral burlap fabrics with bright
pops of color.
The wonderment of candy canes can easily be created with solid-hued cloths and
contrasting runners. Nostalgic holiday
memories are evoked with tartan plaids
and bright accent colors. “You feel like
you’re in a 1960s movie,” says Bevenour.
“We went back four more decades and
did a 1920s New Year’s party. The decor
was very dark black with gold shimmering accents. A nutcracker tablescape is
lovely, too. Solid reds, royal blues and
whites are enhanced with pine tree
swags, gold chargers and actual nutcracker centerpieces. We can simulate cascading snow or Santa Claus-land in velvets
and patent leather."
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One of the private dining spaces at
Water Works Restaurant and Lounge
in Philadelphia, PA

“What’s great about renting our products,” continues Bevenour,“is
cost efficiency. Companies don’t have to purchase new looks
each year.Call us for that – and it’s no problem to change themes
on a whim.”
Anyone who envisions a phenomenal winter season backdrop
will fall in love with Water Works Restaurant and Lounge. Gary
Abramson, events coordinator for Water Works, brims over with
enthusiasm for the upcoming holidays.“We do major decorating
at this time of year.The restaurant is like Christmas fantasyland.
People often forget the beauty of the river. We tent the veranda
and guests look out on the glistening lights of Boathouse Row.
With bare,
winter trees, snow and ice on the water, and twinkling lights, it’s like a sea of little diamonds.”
Abramson notes this year will be a repeat of 2013 when
Thanksgiving fell late. Thus, holiday parties are scheduled for
January. “You can’t rush employees. They won’t come to the
party if there is shopping to be done.
We leave decorations up until the end of January for an extended holiday event season.”
The holiday menu selection at Water Works Restaurant is vast. In
addition, customizing is welcomed.
The restaurant is happy to accommodate special requests, too.
“There is no 'no' in our vocabulary,” insists Abramson.“We are
doing more food stations today. People like to walk around and
talk during these events.”
Talk, they will – long after the party – about the delicious food.
Here is a preview of holiday cocktails, hors d’oeuvres, entrees
and desserts at Water Works. Begin with a toast by clinking a
glass of Ginger Mojito, Candy Cane Cosmo,Apple Crumb Martini
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or Caribbean Holiday. Savor a sampling of little bites of mini
Beef Wellington with brie and red wine syrup,turkey meatballs in
sage aioli,risotto fritters with smoked gouda and white truffle oil,
tempura chicken skewers or fresh mozzarella prosciutto di
parma.

Stop by a holiday carving station for baby leg of
lamb with lemon mint yogurt, free range airline
turkey breast, slow-roasted prime rib or herbcrusted pork tenderloin. Save room for Velvet
Cinn Flan, classic vanilla crème brulee, or the
Water Wheel - a dark chocolate Bavarian
cream, raspberry jam, flourless chocolate base and
Chambord ganache. And remember, this is
merely a sampling of what to expect here!
With this Santa bag brimful of suggestions, your
annual holiday event is sure to sparkle.
Enjoy!
This article has been republished with the permission
of Mid-Atlantic Events Magazine
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